mittedly inaccurate idea of just how broad his vocabulary is.
Second, we are limited in our choice of words by the inadequacies of our language. Our language fails us as we search for words to express subtle shades of meaning. This feature of the communication process alone is enough to frighten, or at least caution, even the keenest communicator.
THE MESSAGE Assume, despite the above hazards, that we still have enough of ames. sage worth communicating. We have observed well, chosen our words wisely, and translated these words so that we think the receiver will understand them. munication process, by its very nature, has begun to take its toll. ENCODING Two serious difficulties occur in the Encoding stage. First, as we try to choose the best words to express our ideas, we are limited by our working vocabularies. Yet, we can't even choose the words which seem the best or most appropriate to us. The words we choose must be in the receiver's vocabulary and must arouse in his mind an idea close enough to what we have in mind so that understanding results. In other words, beyond the inadequacy of our own vocabulary we are hampered by the inadequacy of the receiver's vocabulary. Hampered, in addition, by our ad-
THE SENDER
First of all, because of human frailties, no sender can hope to have observed perfectly what he wishes to talk about. No one can hope to see any situation with 100 per cent accuracy or completeness. Hence, the communicator starts out with a handicap. He can't formulate his message perfectly in his own mind because he is incapable of seeing all the facets of the situation. Even before we get to the Encoding stage then, the comLincoln once compared sending troops to a distant battle front with shoveling fleas across a barn floor: you might have a full complement when you started, he said, but by the time you got to the other side you wouldn't have many left. The communications process likewise begins with a "full shovel," an idea worth relating. But much is lost by the time the idea gets into the receiver's mind.
Understanding how this loss occurs is a prime challenge to anyone whose professional success relies on working with people. This understanding will never come from a mastery of techniques or gimmicks of communication but only from development of a sound philosophy of communication.
The purpose here is to discuss the most important tenet of that "sound philosophy"-that the communication process is not simple, but highly complex. Appreciating just how complex it is, and in what ways, is the first step for anyone wishing to improve his own communicative skill.
Traditionally, the communication process has been diagrammed this way: Sender -Encoding -Message -Decoding -Receiver. The speaker or writer perceives something, senses a desire to communication, and translates his ideas into verbal symbols; this is the encoding stage. Then he says or writes the message, which is attended to by the receiver. The receiver then decodes the message by attaching his meanings to the words he sees or hears. After this has been done we say communication has taken place. Now, let's take this seemingly simple process apart and locate the hidden hazards.
The assumption now is that the sender transfers his ideas from his mind to the receiver's mind. Unfortunately, this seemingly logical assumption is false. It causes more communication errors than any other misconception.
Although most of us assume that ideas travel through space from one mind to another, this just does not happen. All the sender can hope to do is to observe acutely, phrase his observations accurately and meaningfully, and then-and this is the most important part-stir up in the receiver's mind an idea close enough to his own to prevent serious misunderstanding.
In a book called "How To Read," J. B. Kerfoot claims, with justification, that until the motion picture no man ever told another man a story. He says that the very best writers and speakers can only "trick or coax the readers or listeners into telling stories to themselves." He says that each receiver re-tells the story or speech "in the concrete terms of his own equipment."
Applying this notion to the communications situation, we might say that the speaker may have a clear picture in his mind but he can never transfer his picture to my mind. His skill in arousing in my mind a picture similar to his is the key to our understanding each other.
DECODING
The listener translates the words he hears or reads, according to his own experiences. Every idea that the sender arouses in the receiver's mind finds substance or illustration, not in what the sender knows, but in what the receiver knows. For interest's sake, as well as for accuracy, the careful speaker provides the illustrations needed. It is no quirk that we find the able communicator giving example after example. Aside from the interest value of describing his own experiences, he also minimizes one risk in the communication process, that of letting the receiver dream up grossly inaccurate reproductions of what the speaker means. Not even the most patient sender would submit to the amount of questioning necessary for the receiver to verify all his guesses about what the sender intended. Nor would time permit it.
THE RECEIVER
If all receivers could be objective in listening, many of our communication ills would disappear. Since this is too much to hope for, we must accept listeners for what they are. A listener, the receiver, is a judge. He judges the sender, he judges the ideas sent, he judges the phrasing of those ideas, he judges his own reception, and he even judges his own judging. His emotions, his prej udices, his stereotypes, and his concern about himself elicit interpretations of what he hears to the extent that only a fool would claim that he objectively consumes the whole message or full intent of the sender.
It is next to impossible, in any really effective communication situation, to isolate and identify one person as a "sender" and the other as the "receiver." No man can hope to communicate well without guidance from those he tries to reach. The listener who fails to supply this guidance, or feedback, hurts no one but himself.
Hence, in any effective communication situation each person is both a sender and a receiver at the same time. Even when the receiver is not present the sender must imagine him to be. The sender must decide who he is trying to reach, and ask himself the questions his invisible audience would.
The research of Dr. Alex Bavelas at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and at the Bell Telephone Laboratories shows that without this feedback, this interchange of ideas and questions, the communication process breaks down completely. So many errors result that the message just doesn't get across.
In a very simple experiment Bavelas placed two men in separate rooms and required one, designated as the sender, to describe by telephone the exact position of a group of dominoes to the other, designated as the receiver. The receiver could only listen and try to follow directions. The sender had a chart showing the position of the dominoes, but the receiver had only a plain sheet of paper and a supply of dominoes. Bavelas found that, among twenty pairs of men, no pair could complete this test successfully. The lack of feedback completely nullified the sender's best efforts.
WITHOUT FEEDBACK, COMMUNICATION FAILS
Bavelas then went on with two more experiments. In the first, the receiver could answer "yes" or "no," and in the second he could say anything he wanted to; in other words, there was total feedback possible in the latter test.
Although in these experiments the pairs of men solved the problem with equal speed and accuracy, there was one important difference. The partners in the yes-no pairs distrusted each other's intelligence and ability to give and take directions wisely. Bavelas reports that, of the forty men involved, thirty-nine made slighting remarks about their partners and had little confidence in the accuracy of their work.
Bavelas also found that those who participated in the third experiment, in which there was complete freedom of communication, complimented each other and were confident that their answer was correct. This is just a part of Bavelas' work but even these simple experiments support what communication theorists have felt for some time. That as the exchange of ideas, or feedback, increases, speed, accuracy, and morale of the communicators also increases.
This account represents only a small part of a practical communications theory. It is a fundamental part. Robert Frost once said that confusion results from the loss of a sense of form. Without the sense of form which theory supplies, any person who hopes to be a sensitive, skillful communicator is severely handicapped.
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